
144 Fountain (second version) 

Marchel Duchamp. 1950 C.E. (original 1917). Readymade glazed sanitary china 

with black paint 

 

 Dada an anti-rational, anti-art cultural movement, in New York City 

 Fountain is a 1917 work produced by Marcel Duchamp. The piece was a porcelain urinal, which 

was signed "R.Mutt" and titled Fountain 

 Submitted for the exhibition of the Society of Independent Artists, in 1917, the first annual 

exhibition by the Society to be staged at The Grand Central Palace in New York, Fountain was 

rejected by the committee, even though the rules stated that all works would be accepted from 

artists who paid the fee 
o He was on the board . . . it was displayed, but out of sight. He resigned in protest from 

the board 

 Fountain was displayed and photographed at Alfred Stieglitz's studio, and the photo published in 

The Blind Man, but the original has been lost. The work is regarded by art historians and 

theorists of the avant-garde, such as Peter Bürger, as a major landmark in 20th-century art. 17 

replicas commissioned by Duchamp in the 1960s now exist.[2 

 Differing stories of origin – him or a female friend/artist 

 The New York Dadaists stirred controversy about Fountain and its being rejected in the 

second issue of The Blind Man which included a photo of the piece and a letter by Alfred 

Stieglitz, and writings by Beatrice Wood and Arensberg. The anonymous editorial (which 

is assumed to be written by Wood) accompanying the photograph, entitled "The Richard 

Mutt Case,"[10] made a claim that would prove to be important concerning certain 

works of art that would come after it: 

o Whether Mr Mutt with his own hands made the fountain or not has no 

importance. He CHOSE it. He took an ordinary article of life, placed it so that its 

useful significance disappeared under the new title and point of view – created a 

new thought for that object 

o Duchamp described his intent with the piece was to shift the focus of art from 

physical craft to intellectual interpretation  

 (one art historian argued) that Duchamp may have chosen Fountain as a readymade because it 

parodied Robert J. Coady's exaltation of industrial machines as pure forms of American art.[12] 

Coady, who championed his call for American art in his publication The Soil, printed a scathing 

review of Jean Crotti's Portrait of Marcel Duchamp (Sculpture Made to Measure) in the 

December 1916 issue. Hubregtse notes that Duchamp's urinal may have been a clever response 

to Coady's comparison of Crotti's sculpture with "the absolute expression of a—plumber” 
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 Why the original is missing/lost: Shortly after its initial exhibition, Fountain was lost. According 

to Duchamp biographer Calvin Tomkins, the best guess is that it was thrown out as rubbish by 

Stieglitz, a common fate of Duchamp's early readymades 

 of readymades, Fountain is perhaps the best known because the symbolic meaning of the toilet 

takes the conceptual challenge posed by the readymades to their most visceral extreme 
o Duchamp did not select just any ready-made object to display. In selecting the urinal, his 

message was clear: Art is something you piss on 

 Title: It is not clear whether Duchamp or Freytag-Lorinhoven (female art friend who may have 

bee nthe ‘creator’) had in mind the German "Armut" (meaning "poverty"), or possibly 

"Urmutter" (meaning “great mother”).[19] If we separate the capital and lowercase letters we get 

"R.M" and "utt", "R.M" would stand for "Readymade" which is the fountain itself and "utt" when 

read out loud sounds like "eut été" in French (much like Duchamp's L.H.O.O.Q.).[citation needed] The 

name R. Mutt is a play on its commercial origins and also on the famous comic strip of the time, 

Mutt and Jeff (making the urinal perhaps the first work of art based on a comic).[citation needed] In 

German, Armut means poverty, although Duchamp said the R stood for Richard, French slang for 

"moneybags", which makes Fountain, a kind of scatological golden calf 

Legacy / Influence: In December 2004, Duchamp's Fountain was voted the most influential 

artwork of the 20th century by 500 selected British art world professionals.[20] The Independent 

noted in a February 2008 article that with this single work, Duchamp invented conceptual art and 

"severed forever the traditional link between the artist's labour and the merit of the work".[21] 

Jerry Saltz wrote in The Village Voice in 2006: 

Duchamp adamantly asserted that he wanted to "de-deify" the artist. The readymades 

provide a way around inflexible either-or aesthetic propositions. They represent a 

Copernican shift in art. Fountain is what's called an "acheropoietoi," [sic] an image not 

shaped by the hands of an artist. Fountain brings us into contact with an original that is 

still an original but that also exists in an altered philosophical and metaphysical state. It is 

a manifestation of the Kantian sublime: A work of art that transcends a form but that is 

also intelligible, an object that strikes down an idea while allowing it to spring up 

stronger.[4] 

The prices for replicas, editions, or works that have some ephemeral trace of Duchamp reached 

its peak with the purchase of one of the eight 1964 replicas of "Fountain" for $1.7 million at 

Sotheby's in November 1999 
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